The Gift of Conversation in Justice Ministry
“Like Nano, we carry her lantern and let her light shine … so that our pilgrim journey
may enable us to live in mutual love and unity; to listen together with compassionate hearts
to the Spirit of God in the cry of the Earth and of people made poor.”
~ Our Way of Life, C10
During this time of physical distancing, isn’t it especially good to have a
meaningful conversation with someone? Maurice Lange, the newly-hired Director
of the Justice and Peace Office, facilitated eleven very meaningful conversations with
small groups of Presentation Sisters and Friends of Nano (FON). These encounters
were over Zoom and stretched between Maurice’s current base in New Jersey all the
way to Fargo, ND, California, San Antonio, TX and Shaw, MS.
Forty-three Sisters and eight FON/Associates participated in the small group
conversations. A reflection process was used so that Maurice, the Sisters and FON got to know one
another. Everyone contemplated experiences they have had, at some point in life, related to:
―
when Justice happened and righted injustice, or,
―
where peace sprouted and overcame strife, or,
―
when they consciously experienced the oneness of Creation.
This process of reflection and sharing seemed to evoke some deeply memorable experiences for the
participants. Some mentioned that the memory they wound up sharing they had not planned on doing
so, but that some deep remembrance of actual Justice, Peace or the Integrity of Creation just arose (and
these were indeed enthusiastically shared!).
The introduction of each person by way of their reflection then set the stage for surfacing current local
Justice issues in the three main areas where the Sisters and FON are located. While there were some
distinct issues in each local area, several of the same issues surfaced across the US Unit of the
Presentation Sisters Unit,
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namely:
Similarly, common refrains from Sisters/FON regarding “Education to/for Justice” and “wanting to
do more for Justice” surfaced in all three main areas of the Unit (California, North Dakota, Texas).
Maurice thanks each Friend of Nano/Associate and Sister who took part in these conversations. It was
a lovely and poignant introduction for him to begin to know the Sisters and FON as well as the
ministry of Justice and Peace Director.

“As never before in human history, common destiny beckons us to seek a new beginning … let ours be
a time remembered for the awakening of a new reverence for life, the firm resolve
to achieve sustainability, the quickening of the struggle for justice and peace,
and the joyful celebration of life.” ~ Laudato Si #207

